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Chair:  Eric Harper (Snap One)
Vice-Chair:  Jim Hunter (Delos Living LLC) 
Vice-Chair:  Byron BeMiller (Semtech Corporation) 
Vice-Chair:  Charles Hume (Southwire Company, LLC) 



Source:  Continental Automated Buildings Association (CABA) CABA Connected Home Council (2021)

1.  Agenda
Greg Walker (CABA)

CHC Webinar
“The Connectivity Standards Alliance Unveils Matter, Formerly Known as 
Project CHIP” (30 min) 

- Jim Hunter (Delos Living LLC) – Moderator 
- Michelle Mindala-Freeman (Connectivity Standards Alliance)

CHC Meeting
1.   Agenda
2.   CHC Meeting:  Call to Order, Welcome, Introductions, about the CHC
3.   Administrative 
4.   Research Update 
5.   White Paper Sub-Committee Update 
6.   New Business 
7.   Adjournment
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CHC Webinar: 
“The Connectivity Standards Alliance Unveils 
Matter, Formerly Known as Project CHIP” (30 
min)
Jim Hunter (Delos Living LLC) – Moderator 
Michelle Mindala-Freeman (Connectivity Standards 
Alliance) 



It’s time to 
Connect
Michelle Mindala-Freeman
Head of Marketing, Connectivity Standards Alliance



Connectivity Standards Alliance © 2021

IoT should positively transform the way 
we live, work, and play.

Complexity, closed ecosystems and 
challenges of accessibility, security and 
trust have held back progress.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today, there are more connected devices than people in the world.  IDC says we’ll see over 41 billion IoT devices connected by 2025. Post-COVID, the IoT will be a key enabler for new ways of working and living.  – This great news for companies that design and build Iot products and solutionsBut for that growth to truly materialize, and to do so in a way that creates not just "good business" for enterprise; but "good value" for the users of the IoT, there are some fundamental challenges.  The “enclaves of innovation” that kickstarted the IoT are now becoming islands – island of technology fragmentation and complexity.  For business this complexity means reduced opportunity and potentially higher costs. For the consumers and users of the IoT, it means less choice and, frankly, more confusion.  
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• 19% of people believe tech 
companies are designing 
products and services with their 
best interests in mind

• 63% of people think their 
connected devices are “creepy”

• Just over half say they do not 
trust devices to handle their 
information

* 2020 Digital Attitudes Report, Doteveryone; 
** Consumers International

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Layer on top of this challenges of trust and security, where, according to a 2020 Digital Attitudes report from Doteveryone, only 19% of people believe tech companies are designing products and services with their best interests in mind,  Or, where, according to Consumers International, 63% of people think their connected devices are “creepy”, and where just over half say they do not trust devices to handle their information respectfully. Some clear progress has been made over recent years. But the global standards landscape remains fragmented and development for companies remains confusing and costly.  And for consumers who seek greater connectivity, accessibility, security & equity, the world of IoT is still pretty knotted up. 
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The Alliance has been dedicated to leading the way to simplify the complex 
and create an open path to IoT adoption and innovation. To promote 
universal open standards to enable all objects to securely connect & 
interact.

Connectivity Standards Alliance © 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our view, the IoT is at a tipping point. If silos and walled gardens prevail, in the short term IoT will remain the purview of the techno-savvy and benefits will accrue to the few. We believe that by creating an environment where even the most fierce competitors can work together, we can deliver greater benefits to allWe can speed innovation and development of IoTWe can lower barriers to purchase and increase IoT adoption We can market growth and, specifically growth for our membersAnd we can increase value to customers, consumers and users – who are the heart of what we do We  KNOW this can be done – for nearly 20 years now our members have been on this mission – to unravel the complexity of the IoT.   From our origins with 16 member companies in 2002 to today's organization of over 350 members across 37 countries, we are committed to building the foundation and charting the future of the IoT, driven by global, open standards that allow all objects to securely connect. 
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Global, unifying, expansive 

Guiding the IoT forward

Simplifying and harmonizing standards 

Fostering unprecedented collaboration

Building a better, more connected world

Connectivity Standards Alliance © 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And it's time our name and identity reflect this 
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Enables wireless devices to be 
powered utilizing energy-

harvesting methods with limited 
or no batteries.

Green Power
Robust, low-power 

industrial IoT wireless 
mesh network with flexible 

data rates 

JupiterMesh
Zigbee, created on IEEE’s 
802.15.4 using the 2.4GHz 
band and a self-healing true 
mesh network, standardized.

Zigbee

Zigbee PRO Specification adds child 
device management, improved 

security features, and new network 
topology options to Zigbee networks. 

Zigbee 3.0
Common language for 
the smart objects we 
rely on every day, so 

they can speak to each 
other effortlessly on 

any network

dotdot
Standard for interoperable 

products that monitor, control, 
inform and automate the delivery 

and use of energy and water.

Smart Energy

History of Our Technology Expansion

Matter
New, open-sourced, 

royalty-free home 
automation connectivity 

standard 

Zigbee R23
New features for 

Zigbee Pro

2020-2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This alliance was started on the foundation of Zigbee technology If we look at our history, we can see how the original 802.15.4 stack conceived in the 90s was ratified in December of 2004. - Zigbee, created on IEEE’s 802.15.4 using the 2.4GHz band and a self-healing true mesh network, standardizedZigbee Pro being finalized in 2007 and further evolution into Zigbee 3.0 As the market matured and the technology evolved additional needs and use case drove the expansion of this tech with key understanding of the need for a cluster library to standardize commands under groupings of products, which then further evolved and finally became dotdotand it continues to evolve into an overarching data model that will drive standardization at the application level as the market demands increased with a drive for energy conservation and low-to-no-power, we saw the emergence of Green Poweraddressing industrial IoT with JupiterMesh - Robust, low-power industrial IoT wireless mesh network with flexible data rates Smart Energy - Standard for products for use in energy and water applications so our technologies have always evolved and will continue to do so fast forward to today and we working on the next spec for Zigbee (in r23), Zigbee Direct, Sub-GHz and continue to maintain SE and Green PowerCHIP is the next technology in a chain of innovations by the Alliance and its members, building IoT standards to support market demandswe are continuing to build on our history of innovation and diversify the portfolio of technologies 
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And we have continued to 
grow, expand and evolve

• Technology Working Group 
Expansion 

• Member retention and growth

• Certification Acceleration

• Global and Industry Reach

• Two regional Interest Groups

• Four industry stakeholder Groups 



Matter



Connectivity Standards Alliance © 2021

• Address key pain points for 
interoperability, choice and ease of 
use

• Enable easier, faster, less costly IoT 
product development and 
innovation

• Ease and improve the retail / 
customer purchase experience

• Enable greater and more 
accelerated adoption in smart 
home, building and commercial 
uses

Matter:
Our Ambitious Vision
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We're Setting the Standard for Standards Delivery

• Project announcement

• Working group formation

• Technology
accelerators

• Test events in process

• GitHub reference 
implementations

• Feature-complete 
base spec ratified by 
Working Group members

• Certified devices end 2021

• 3 Subgroups

• 30+ Subcommittees

• 180 Member organizations

• 1,700+ individual Members

• Endless passion, patience and 
expertise

Connectivity Standards Alliance © 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, here we are --- from vision to reality in record time – it's been 18 months since we announced Project CHIPAt that time, we started withAn agreement with a few key companies Contributions from existing ecosystems and from the Alliance to accelerate the process And an ambitious charter aligned with even more member companies on board.  Fast forward to today and we now have Over 1700 people across 180 organizations working in Technology, Marketing & Product and Certification 30 subcommittees And, the impressive commitment and passion of our members Through their efforts, we can now say we have: A clear view of the first wave of devices:   lighting and electrical, HVAC controls, access controls and security, window coverings/shades, TVs, access points, bridges and moreTest events in process, which will continue for the next several months A "code first" approach – unique for a Standards Group – with over 3000 commits in GitHub today And I'm happy to announce a NEW milestone achieved:Just this month, the feature-complete base specification was approved by the Working Group. While there is still much to be done, this gives our members what they need to continue open source development and to further test the specification This is an important milestone as we continue towards our target to see first devices by end 2021.  To put all of this in perspective – standards development efforts can normally take 3 years, even 4 or longer.  We are poised not just to have a spec, but to have 1st certifications, in 24 months.  This team is setting the standard for standards development and delivery 
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• The foundation for connected things

• A seal of approval that devices will work seamlessly together today & 
tomorrow

• Simplifying development for manufacturers and increasing 
compatibility for consumers.
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Simplicity – Interoperability – Reliability - Security 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visually, we are excited about the Matter mark.  The symbol itself is geometric (suggesting simplicity) and symmetrical (suggesting balance). The three nodes reflect interoperability and equality of use,  as Matter can be used with multiple product ecosystems.As something we expect to last for many, many years, we believe it is a timeless symbol. 
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How we stack up
Common application layer + data model
Interoperability, simplified setup & control

IP-based
Convergence layer across all compatible networks

Secure
AES-128-CCM encryption with 128-bit AES-CBC

Open-source development approach
Based on market-proven technologies

Common protocol across device and mobile
Extendible to cloud

Common data model
Core operational functions, multiple device types

Low overhead
MCU-class compute, <128KB RAM, <1MB Flash      

Connectivity Standards Alliance © 2021
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Creating Experiences that Matter
Consumers
• More consistent set up experience
• Multi –Admin works across & with 

multiple ecosystems

Developers
• Develop once / deploy everywhere
• Secure-by-design approach
• Community of support

Retailers
• Simplified purchasing experience
• Minimized returns
Commercial / Builders
• Future proofed ecosystem compatibility
• Flexibility for users

Connectivity Standards Alliance © 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The brand and our ratified draft spec are exciting milestones for us.  It allows us to communicate and bring to life the unique features and benefits of matter to our stakeholders: For consumers, ... It means you can buy the smart products that best fit your needs – products of any brand with the Matter mark. And with multi-admin, it means you can connect Matter devices to multiple apps and ecosystems, locally, securely and even now, simultaneously! For developers... You can speed the development process – one protocol across ecosystems and across multiple physical layers Matter is secure – It uses modern security practices and protocols and takes a "secure by design" approach And you get the benefit of a member-developed standard –  with Matter you have a community of support.At retail...you can cut down on duplicate products, with only one Matter SKU needed across ecosystems   And with less concern about ecosystem compatibility, you can expect fewer issues and returns And for those looking to build with "smarts" -- apartments, hotels, commercial buildings -- Matter makes a difference: You get a common, IP-based application layer able to run on WiFi, Thread and Ethernet, And, when you build with Matter, you tenants devices will be able to connect and communicate, regardless of the underlying ecosystem. 
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Target device types

Lighting, Electrical

Access Control

Blinds/Shades

Safety & Security

HVAC Controls

Access Points, Bridges

TVs

Matter controllers can be 
implemented in a variety of 

devices and interfaces

Scoping exercises for additional device types and use cases underway and continual.

Connectivity Standards Alliance © 2021



What's 
Next

Connectivity Standards Alliance © 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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• Matter certification
• Next wave of device 

specifications
• Zigbee enhancements
• New working groups
• WEF Council on the Connected 

World

We’re just getting started: 
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Questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Source:  Continental Automated Buildings Association (CABA) CABA Connected Home Council (2021)

1.  CHC Meeting Agenda
Greg Walker (CABA)

CHC Webinar
“The Connectivity Standards Alliance Unveils Matter, Formerly Known as 
Project CHIP” (30 min) 

- Jim Hunter (Delos Living LLC) – Moderator 
- Michelle Mindala-Freeman (Connectivity Standards Alliance)

CHC Meeting
1.   Agenda
2.   CHC Meeting:  Call to Order, Welcome, Introductions, about the CHC
3.   Administrative 
4.   Research Update 
5.   White Paper Sub-Committee Update 
6.   New Business 
7.   Adjournment
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Source:  Continental Automated Buildings Association (CABA) CABA Connected Home Council (2021)

2.  CHC Meeting Call to Order, Intros, About the CHC
Eric Harper (Snap One)

Established in 2004, the CABA Connected Home Council initiates and reviews projects that relate to 
connected home and multiple dwelling unit technologies and applications.  The Council also examines 
industry opportunities that can accelerate the adoption of new technologies, consumer electronics and 
broadband services within the burgeoning connected home market. www.caba.org/chc
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CHC Chair
Eric Harper 
SVP, Product Marketing & 
Markets
Snap One

CHC Vice-Chair
Jim Hunter
Chief Technology Officer
Delos Living LLC

CHC Vice-Chair
Byron BeMiller
Director, Wireless 
Marketing
Semtech Corporation 

CHC Vice-Chair
Charles Hume
Director of Digital Power 
Technologies
Southwire Company, LLC

http://www.caba.org/chc


Source:  Continental Automated Buildings Association (CABA) CABA Connected Home Council (2021)

3.  Administrative 
Eric Harper (Snap One)
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3.1 Motion to approve past CHC Minutes from February 22, 2020:



Source:  Continental Automated Buildings Association (CABA) CABA Connected Home Council (2021)

4.  Research Update
Charles Hume (Southwire Company, LLC)
(CABA)

“The Connected Home and AI” 2021 CHC Landmark Research
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Source:  Continental Automated Buildings Association (CABA) CABA Connected Home Council (2021)

5.  White Paper Sub-Committee Update 
Ken Wacks (Ken Wacks Associates)
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5.1 In Progress:  
“Part 2:  Power over Ethernet (PoE) & Digital Electricity (DE) in Commercial 
and Multiple Dwelling Residential Buildings”

Sinclair Digital Holdings (Chair)
Axis Lighting
Contemporary Controls Systems, 
Inc.
Ken Wacks Associates
LumenCache, Inc.
National Electrical Manufacturers 
Association (NEMA)
National Research Council Canada 
(NRC)

Public Services and Procurement 
Canada
Renesas Electronics America Inc.
Somfy Systems, Inc.
Southwire Company, LLC
Telecommunications Industry 
Association (TIA)
UL LLC



Source:  Continental Automated Buildings Association (CABA) CABA Connected Home Council (2021)

5.  White Paper Sub-Committee Update 
Ken Wacks (Ken Wacks Associates)
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5.1 In Progress:  
“Human Centric Lighting: Non-Energy Benefits of Lighting and its Smart 
Controls”
ArcoLogix LLC
Human Centric Lighting Society
Ken Wacks Associates
Legrand 
Mecho
National Electrical Manufacturers Association 
(NEMA)
SnapAV
Syska Hennessy
UL LLC



Source:  Continental Automated Buildings Association (CABA) CABA Connected Home Council (2021)

5.  White Paper Sub-Committee Update 
Ken Wacks (Ken Wacks Associates)
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5.1 In Progress:  
“Connected Home Cybersecurity Regulations” 
P.A.ID Strategies (Chair)
AgeLight LLC
BC Hydro
exp. US Services, Inc.
LonMark International
Mission Critical Global Alliance (MCGA)
National Research Council Canada (NRC)
Smart Buildings SuperCluster (SBSC)
Sustainable Resources Management Inc.
TwelveDot Inc.
UL LLC



Source:  Continental Automated Buildings Association (CABA) CABA Connected Home Council (2021)

5.  White Paper Sub-Committee Update 
Ken Wacks (Ken Wacks Associates)
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5.1 In Progress:  
“Part 2:  The Evolution of Integrating LiFi Technology into Smart Lighting 
and Control Systems for the  Intelligent Building” 
Wharton County Junior College (Chair)
Acuity Brands, Inc.
ArcoLogix LLC
SnapAV
Ken Wacks Associates
National Electrical Manufacturers 
Association (NEMA)
Telecommunications Industry 

Association (TIA)



Source:  Continental Automated Buildings Association (CABA) CABA Connected Home Council (2021)

5.  White Paper Sub-Committee Update 
Ken Wacks (Ken Wacks Associates)

All proposals and previously completed CHC White Papers can be downloaded at: 
www.caba.org/whitepapers
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http://www.caba.org/WhitePapers


Source:  Continental Automated Buildings Association (CABA) CABA Connected Home Council (2021)

6.  New Business
Byron BeMiller (Semtech Corporation)

6.1  Other new CHC business? 
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Source:  Continental Automated Buildings Association (CABA) CABA Connected Home Council (2021)

Continental Automated Buildings Association (CABA)
caba@caba.org
www.CABA.org

www.caba.org/chc

Connect to what’s next™

7.  Adjournment
Eric Harper (Snap One)
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Next CHC Meeting: September 2021

http://www.caba.org/chc
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